
To my mind the hard bow case
is the mark of the traveling
man, though this is a subcon-

scious impulse spawned from 23
years of outfitting and guiding visit-
ing bowhunters. That’s how I picked
out the new clients from the throngs
while retrieving them from busy air-
ports. I’d simply watch for the guy, or
guys, picking up hard cases from
baggage claim conveyer belts, or
leaning on a hard case with that
bewildered look of a man recently
released from stale jet-liner confine-
ment and suddenly finding them-
selves in strange surroundings look-
ing for a friendly face. 

I own a battered aluminum hard
case that has made some nine trips
to Africa, more than a dozen to
Alaska, and places between, from the
far northern reaches of Canada to
the deserts of Old Mexico and across
the entire United States. That case
has been tossed around, stomped on
and kicked (I sometimes wonder if
intentionally by anti-hunting bag-
gage handlers), wedged between
fuel barrels on wildly bucking bush
planes and stacked beneath moun-
tains of luggage in the rear of jounc-
ing hunting vehicles. My hunting
bows, of course, have always arrived
no worse for wear and ready for
immediate action. Which is entirely
the point.

Owning a hard equipment case
might be more rightly labeled the
mark of the savvy bowhunter. I recall a
close friend who once arrived at
Albuquerque International, ready for
his first elk-hunting adventure. I
noted his soft case with some concern
but he assured me he’d surrounded
his bow with a bunch of hunting duds
and that it would be just fine. In camp,
the afternoon before the anxiously-
anticipated season opener, he
unwrapped his bow to discover cables
off their tracks, wedged so severely

between cam and limb tips we could-
n’t dislodge them even after backing
the limb bolts off to release all tension.
One of his limbs also seemed to be
twisted, hinting internal damage. I
hadn’t drawn a tag that year (story of
my life) but happened to have a bow
along to share in down-time camp
shooting. So, instead of spending the
afternoon relaxing in the shade with a
cold beer we spent several hours fran-
tically adjusting draw weight, re-tun-
ing and re-sighting, so my friend
would have something to shoot at the
elk that had filled his summertime
dreams. 

That story included a happy
ending and my friend’s first elk, but
we certainly could have done with-
out the beginning dramatics. He was
lucky. It could have cost him days of
hunting (and serious money) had we

not shared similar draw lengths.
Bowhunting’s filled with harrow-

ing tales: The time another friend
flipped his ATV on a dark road and
broke his bow — in half. The sudden
explosion in the rear of a SUV, imme-
diately followed by a squalling camp
hound in my lap who’d just severed
by bowstring during bored teething –
as I attempted to negotiate a twisting
mountain road. Or the African
camp-mate’s bow, riding on a folded
blanket atop the forward-stowed
windscreen of an open-topped safari
jeep – sliding off and somehow find-
ing its way beneath a spinning rear
tire. A hard case could have averted
these minor disasters.

I also remember those times
when a hard case did serve its pur-
pose, if not avert disaster: The time
my buddy fell asleep at the wheel

Selling Crush-Proof Protection
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while hurdling along at 70 mph and
rolled the gear-filled truck seven
times – with us still in it. I killed a
nice black bear a couple days later,
after retrieving by aluminum-
encased bow from the roadside
ditch. Or the time I flooded a truck in
a flash-flood-swollen crossing, float-
ing all my gear from its bed. An hon-
est cowboy gathering cows found
and returned it six months later (my
laminated business card still
attached to the handle), discovering
it wedged in a logjam miles down-
stream. I unlocked the case on its
return, removed the bow and a fistful
of arrows and stepped outside. I then
shot a fist-sized group at 40 yards.

Hard bow, arrow and equipment
cases aren’t only about airline travel.
They’re not only about protecting
your customer’s initial investment in

those expensive bows and all the
accessories attached, though that’s
certainly a priority. They are also
about protecting that tedious invest-
ment in time and effort, all those
hard-earned hours of fine tuning
and tinkering to make your cus-
tomer’s bow and arrows shoot their
very best. Lose that and they also
forfeit hours or sometimes days of
precious hunting time. The best
game country seldom includes
handy access to a pro shop to undo
the damage inflicted by negligence
or unforeseen accidents that befall
unprotected bow outfits. How much
is that worth to your customers?
How much will the investment in a
sturdy hard case set them back?
These are the questions that must be
posed to drive home the point.             

Bulletproof Bow Cases
To protect from the hardest

knocks, including most especially
the gorilla-like baggage handlers of
modern air travel, there is only one
choice; molded, high-impact plastic
or metal-sided bow cases. I have in
mind models sturdy enough to with-
stand being run over by a truck, or
stacked beneath a 5 foot high pile of
shifting luggage without endanger-
ing fragile contents. Airline travel
aside, such designs are built to last
years, and protect from damage or
crushing during transport or storage.
The best molded construction bow
cases have the obvious advantage of
less weight – a real consideration as
airlines institute ever more ridicu-
lous baggage allowance guidelines –
and oftentimes more streamlined
dimensions. Interior pillars and
strategic structural bracing guard
against crushing under extreme
weight or sudden impacts (like a 50-
pound-plus Samsonite tossed atop it
from 30 feet away — as I once
observed on my way to a Quebec
caribou hunt), molded construction
allowing rounded corners and con-
tours that trim extra inches from
corners and edges. Welded alu-
minum or composite construction
can weigh slightly more, but is really
the last word in rugged dependabili-
ty. I’m always willing to pay a bit
extra in excess baggage fees to assure
my bow arrives in one piece, despite
intentional abuse inflicted by angry
union luggage handlers who resent
hunters or simply hate the inconve-
nience of something unwieldy
requiring extra effort in moving.

Affordable Clamshell Designs
The molded-plastic “clamshell”

design is both highly functional,
lightweight and normally proves
most economical. These make a
great choice for those looking for

In Rigid & Semi-Rigid Cases
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By Patrick Metin

Customers who sometimes travel to hunt will
appreciate the protection offered by quality
hard-sided bow cases like these and by the arrow
case shown airborne on the opposite page.
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something safe to toss in the back of
a tool-filled pickup bed, to store
their bow in a dusty garage during
the off season, and perhaps to fly
with occasionally to a distant hunt-
ing location. They aren’t what I
would term “bulletproof” but get the
job done without undue weight or
added gizmos. 

Some perfect examples come
from Plano Molding Company (630-
552-3111; www.planomolding.com).
There are five models to choose
from, one of those designed specifi-
cally for crossbows. The AW (All
Weather) Series Bow Case includes
the toughest, thickest walls in the
lineup, strong, airline-approved
dual-stage latches (two lockable) to
improve security, and the company’s
patented PillarLock system to make
it crush proof under reasonable con-
ditions. The Ergonomic Comfort
Handle is molded right into the case
frame, and the edges include a
weather-resistant seal, built around
a 7.5x20.75x48 inch exterior and
6.75x16x46.5 inch interior dimen-
sions. Inside are customizable high-
density foam inserts to pad bows,
secure Velcro tie-downs and an inte-
grated 12-arrow storage section. 

Plano’s Protector Series includes
Compact and Standard models
(6.5x14.75x41.5 and 6.5x16.25x48
inch interior dimensions, respec-
tively) and is offered in black or cam-
ouflaged versions. They include
PillarLock crush-resistant interior
construction, high-density foam
padding, padlock tabs and arrow
storage in the lid. They allow
attached quivers to stay in place on
most bow models. The comfortable

handle is molded into the overall
frame.

The Bow-Maxx Series includes
both Crossbow and XT Single Bow
models. Both employ Plano’s
PillarLock System for crush-proof
assurance, high-density foam interi-
or padding and poly tie-down straps
and bolt/arrow storage in the lid.
Both allow quivers (scopes in the
case of crossbows) to remain
attached during transport, with
enough room to allow placing a bow
in a secondary soft case (not includ-
ed) for use after arrival to a destina-
tion. The Plano Bow Case
(6.75x19.25x45.25 inches) includes
classic square-edge lines allowing a
full-length storage area and also
includes a ProLatch storage box. The
Sur-Lok storage unit holds up to a
dozen carbon or aluminum arrows.   

The SE Single Bow Case is the
perfect choice for the budget-mind-
ed archer, and includes a shorter
length for today’s smaller bows;
8.7x20.4x44.6 inch exterior and
slightly smaller interior. It includes
egg-shell interior foam padding,
secure bow-holding straps, angled-
foam 12-arrow holders and a
unique, fully-loaded quiver storage
area in the locking lid. The con-
toured design includes a handle
molded right into the frame where it
cannot be broken away. The SE Pro
Series is essentially the same cases,
but includes the convenience of an
added removable accessory box and
broadhead retainer and tool.

Another fine example of an eco-
nomical but reliable molded
clamshell case comes from
Flambeau Outdoors (800-457-5252;

www.flambeauoutdoors.com), the
decoy experts. The Bow Case
includes a contoured design with
snag-proof handle molded into its
frame, with a pillar interior structure
for durable support from crushing.
There is foam padding and tie-
downs, plus built-in broadhead
wrench secure 12-arrow storage. It
includes 7.25x21.25x49 inch dimen-
sions and weighs only 12 pounds
empty. Four locking points add secu-
rity. The Stingray Crossbow Case is
large enough to accommodate near-
ly any model of vertical bow with
scope attached, holds a quiver on the
side of the stock, includes dual pillar
system and is fully foam padded with
Velcro strapping system.     

Advanced Plastic Molding
High-tech impact-resistant plas-

tics are found in everything from car
bumpers to handgun frames today,
with new formulas making them
stronger than metal in some
respects, able to receive hard
impacts without failing. SKB (800-
654-5992; www.skbcases.com) is a
name synonymous with strength
and reliability. SKB combines the lat-
est in plastic-molding technology
with metal fixtures and case frames
to make them nearly indestructible.
SKB guarantees it, backing ATA
Rated bow cases with a Million Mile
Warranty providing full replacement
protection against defects in materi-
als and craftsmanship for the life of
all archery travel products to the
original owner. There is $1,500
Content Coverage for repair or
replacement of any equipment dam-
aged by a commercial airline carrier
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 It’s said that many of today’s kids lack direction 
in their lives, and unfortunately it seems to be true. 
However, the National Archery in the Schools 
Program (NASP) is successfully providing kids with 
a way to belong and be engaged. The skills they 
learn build confidence, get them physically active, 
increase school attendance... and it’s fun. And 
because it’s based on skill, not on strength or 
athletic ability... everybody gets to play!
  So, if you’re looking for a positive and rewarding 
activity for your kids or your school to be involved 
in, please call 608-269-1779 or visit NASP online at 
www.nasparchery.com
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while secured in an ATA rated case
from SKB.

ATA Tough Cases include trigger-
release latches with TSA-approved
locks to keep equipment locked at
all times while also providing access
for security inspections. They also
include “bunk bed” interior foam,
molded-in bumper protection,
heavy-duty cushioned rubber over-
molded carry handle and built-in
quiet-glide wheels for easy trans-
port. They are available in a wide
variety of options. The square-edged
Parallel Limb Geometry Bow Case
includes 6x14x41 inch internal
dimensions and accommodates two
bows, bow/rifle combination or bow
and two hard arrow cases. The
Shaped Parallel Limb Geometry
includes more depth to hold bows
wearing quivers and plenty of extra
arrows; interior dimensions measur-
ing 7x17x38 inches. The Double
Bow/Rifle Case includes more spa-
cious 6x14x50 inch dimensions to
hold additional gear but no specific
arrow holders — “Small” models are
available in Single and Double
Compound models with 4x15x40-
and 6x15x40 inch dimensions,
respectively, with 12-arrow storage
capabilities. Finally, no-frills Single
and Double Bow cases hold one or
two bows (or bow/rifle combo) and
12 arrows and include cast zinc
locks. The Single is 4x15x49 inches,
the Double six inches deep with the
same dimensions otherwise.

Hunter and Freedom Series

compound cases include the same
rugged construction SKB is famous
for, but with a 5-year warrantee and
affordable price points. The Hunter
Series Parallel Limb Bow Case fits
most popular bow models in the 30
to 35 inch range and feature a ridged
shaped ABS shell with embossing
that adds structural support. Its
“Perfect-Match” valance bending
system provides a tight and secure fit
against dust and moisture. It is
locked with Draw-Bolt Metal latches,
has 12-arrow holders and a comfort-
able carrying handle. The interior
measures 6x15x39 inches. The more
affordable Freedom Parallel Limb
Bow case is a plain-Jane design with
a custom-position Velcro cleat sys-
tem for securing bows inside and a
basic arrow holder, plus for a limited
time integrated TSA Locking
Latches. It measures 5.5x17x41 inch-
es inside.

SKB does not forget the recurve
shooters. Built for FITA-style target
recurves, three models would also
make excellent cases to protect clas-
sic traditional recurves while travel-
ing or during storage. The Compact
Archery (5x12x36 inches) and
Deluxe Double Recurve (6x14x42
inches) cases include unconditional
lifetime warranties. The Compact
holds one take-down recurve riser
and two sets of limbs in pre-cut
foam inserts, and includes attaché-
style HDPE shell, weather-resistant
O-ring seal, die-cast zinc locks, foam
arrow racks in the lid and a conve-

nient plastic accessory/tool box. The
Deluxe double includes custom
cutouts for two recurve risers and
two sets of limbs and storage for
arrow quiver, stabilizers up to 28
inches long, 24 arrows and included
storage boxes. It also has polymer
wheels for easy toting. 

The Watertight Recurve Archery
Case is also made for take-down
recurves, this one including SKB’s
“Million Mile” and $1,500 Content
Coverage. The Uni-body design and
high strength polypropylene copoly-
mer resign construction limits
excessive metal reinforcing hard-
ware for less weight without sacrific-
ing strength. It includes a continu-
ous molded-in hinge with stainless
steel pin, plus four patented “trigger-
release” latches with two TSA-
approved locks. It has an automatic
ambient pressure equalization valve,
gasketed, waterproof/airtight sub-
mersible design, comfortable snap-
down rubber over-molded cushion
grips on three sides and recessed in-
line wheels. Custom foam cut-outs
hold a single recurve riser and limbs,
long target stabilizer, accessories
and a dozen arrows in its
5.5x14.5x42.5 inch interior.                    

A relative newcomer to hard-
case design, Pole Mountain
Outdoors (707-632-5711; www.pole-
mountainoutdoors.com) hit a home
run with its revolutionary, made-in-
the-USA Hardcase B II. This molded,
hard-plastic case completely encir-
cles one or two bows in a top-load,
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The 3i4214 at left  is one of the injection
molded bow cases from SKB built to meet
tough military standards.

Pole Mountain attracted plenty of atten-
tion when it entered the case market this
year with the unique Hardcase B II.
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foam-lined design with Vertical
Compression Technology (VCT).
Instead of standard clamshell hing-
ing an entire corner of the case rises
on a single hinge, the end-mounted
combination lock anchoring the lid
and securing contents from theft. Its
red color reduces internal tempera-
ture over the more typical black. It
holds two bows, or one with
attached quiver, plus has an internal
storage area holding half a dozen
arrows. With 8x16x41 inch internal
dimensions, rotomolded shell with
full-wrap structural corrugation
ridges, and durable smooth-glide,
in-line skate wheels, it weighs only
15 pounds. Options include an
ATV/truck rack allowing the case to
be quickly opened while remaining
securely attached in the rack.              

Vanguard (call 800-875-3322;
www.vanguardworld.com) is now
producing a model with a great bal-
ance of strength and light weight, at
11.24 pounds empty. The Axion is an
affordable case that is airline
approved and includes a five-year
warranty. It features HDPE molded-
polymer technology in conjunction
with outer reinforcing ribs to protect
expensive equipment with minimal
weight, plus aluminum lip reinforce-
ment for trouble-free use, and inner
foam padding. Four push-button
latches (two keyed) provide solid
closure. Adjustable arrow holders
allow for custom placement of a
dozen shafts and four Velcro bow tie-
down straps provide solid anchoring
to eliminate shifting during transit. It
is designed to fit today’s parallel-
limbed bow models with internal
dimensions of 6.25x16.5x41.5 inches.

The new Saberlock took
Vanguard’s best-selling bow case and
made it better; including expanded
height and width (now 7x18-3/8x40
inches) to better accommodate
today’s radical riser designs. It also
includes foam interior and Velcro
tie-down straps, with secure foam
arrow holders to stash a dozen shafts
wrapped into an airline-approved,
five-year warranty package. The
tough woven 600 denier polyester
skin adhered to impact-resistant
polyethylene plastic makes it nearly
bulletproof, while four metal numer-
ic key lock latches plus padlock
receptacles assure its contents
remain secure. It weighs 17.42
pounds. A larger two-bow model of
the same design includes 10x17
3/8x40 inch dimensions, 18.52-
pound mass and incorporates roller
wheels.

The crossbow hunter is not for-
gotten at Vanguard, the new
Saberlock-X is designed to fit most
modern models and includes a six-
bolt closure system with three metal
key lock latches, plus high-impact
foam in cam areas. It has a deluxe
carrying handle and wheels for easy
transport. The interior foam lining,
tie-down straps and solid, one-piece
molded HDPE construction upper
and lower lids assure strong but
lightweight dependability. The 15.1
pound case also includes a six- bolt
holder system. 

Traditional-style tube cases,
available from traditional archery
outlets such as 3Rivers Archery (866-
732-8783; www.3RiversArchery.com)
& Kustom King Archery (877-LONG-
BOW; www.kustomkingarchery.com)

are classically handsome while
remaining completely functional
during the roughest treatment. Built
around PVC cores, they are shelled in
ballistic nylon material with deluxe
models having leather-reinforced
end caps. They include web carrying
handles and sewn-in webbing loops
to allow several cases to be strapped
together. Look for them in one-piece
longbow, recurve and take-down
bow models.                

Metal & Metal 
Composite Hard Cases

Strong Case (866-552-2273;
www.strongcasebytnb.com) is all
about metal. There are three archery
cases to choose from, each including
thick aluminum construction
designed for tank-like toughness.
The Strong Deluxe Bow is a flat, sin-
gle-bow case made from welded,
.080 inch thick aluminum sheet. It
includes contoured corners to one
side for added compactness. The
bow compresses into polyurethane
foam to remain firmly in place dur-
ing transport. There is no internal
arrow storage, but an optional arrow
sleeve is offered to mount outside of
the case. The Strong Bow is a double
bow case that comes in three differ-
ent sizes to accommodate various
bow lengths. The bows are posi-
tioned upright in the case and sur-
rounded in polyurethane foam,
secured in place by two foam-lined
clamps. They come with recessed
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Vanguard has introduced tough
new Saberlock models for both bows
and crossbows.
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and removable wheels, spring-
loaded handles and a protected pad-
locking area. The Strong Safari Bow
is much the same, but with more
generous dimensions to accommo-
date multiples bows or rifles, while
also allowing bows to be loaded with
quivers attached. 

Americase (call 800-972-2737;
www.americase.com/archery-cases)
just might offer the widest variety of
metal bow cases in the industry. I
count 19 options. There are options
for parallel-limbed bows, parallel
with quiver attached, deep single
long and short, two bows long and
short, several for takedown bows
another for recurve, bow/rifle com-
binations and so on it goes. All are
designed for airline transport, as
quality aluminum cases that ensure
your customers’ archery equipment
remains both protected, and orga-
nized via internal storage compart-
ments, arrow slots and restraint
straps. Many have recessed wheels
for easy conveyance through busy
airports or at the range. 

My own Americase double-bow
case, for instance includes a double-
side, two-door design. A middle sec-
tion holds a bow to each side,
strapped securely to padding foam
by web straps, each piano-hinged lid
holding a dozen arrows. It was just
the ticket on a couple of trips to
Africa when an extra bow and arrows
was welcomed for backup on such
an important, prolonged foray.

Streamlined, lockable snap-lock clo-
sures, rubberized edge bumper
strips and layer construction
skinned in tough aluminum make it
one tough hombre, though at 37
pounds empty and with a
9.5x17.5x50.25 inch dimension it
assures excess baggage fees in
today’s atmosphere of freewheeling
airline-customer gouging. Another
model, the Two Bows (Short)
includes a lighter, single-hinge
design with 6.5x17.5x45.25 inch
outer dimensions (the “standard”

including 50.5 inch length), a bow
placed in each lid half and a thick
pad of high-density foam placed
between, though there is no room
for arrow storage. The average cus-
tomer is well served by several sin-
gle-bow options, anchoring a bow
and a dozen arrows in opposing lids.
The Takedown Bow, as another
example, securely holds a take-down
recurve or longbow and a dozen
arrows in a sleek 5x11.5x37.5 inch, 11
pound case sheathed in tough alu-
minum.

The wide line of models from Americase
includes designs for arrows (above) and
recurves and arrows (below).
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In short, Americase offers a case
for any need, including a Bow/Rifle
Combo weighing 26 pounds with
6x16.5x50.5 inch dimensions. 

Lakewood Products (800-872-
8458; www.lakewoodsproducts.com)
has become one of my new favorites.
The U.S.A.-built metal and compos-
ite construction makes them strong
enough to stand on or hand over to
airport baggage handlers. The top-
load designs of the Bowfile models
surround single or dual bows in pro-
tective foam without a lot of extra
weight. They have handsome black
or camouflage heavy-duty polyester
material coverings that won’t scratch
the inside of a customer’s SUV, stout
webbing carrying straps wrapped
around the entire case and sewn
along its sides, and heavy-duty zip-
pered tops. Some models offer

enough room to accommodate the
company’s rugged accessory and
arrow cases for all-in-one packing
and organizing.

The Bowfile is offered in 37
(7x15x37 inches), 41  (7x15x41 inch-
es) and 45 inch (7x15x45 inches) ver-
sions, holding up to 18 arrows in a
bottom compartment, plus allowing
you to drop in a single bow with a
fully-loaded quiver. They are
designed to accommodate today’s
parallel-limbed bow models. The
new Double Bow 41 Case
(14.125x15x41 inches) holds two
bows and 18 arrows. It has a metal
bottom for added protection, D-
rings for included shoulder straps
and interior tie-down straps while
weighing less than most double
cases on the market. Custom
embroidery is available for cus-

tomers who want their names or
equipment brands showcased on
their bow case sides. 

Soft Hard Cases
Not every customer will travel to

hunt. They don’t require airline-
approved designs, simply something
to keep their equipment safe in the
rear of a bouncing pickup while dri-
ving to a stand or while elk hunting,
or dust-free in a garage corner dur-
ing the off season. For these
bowhunters a case that withstands
reasonable abuse, can be stepped on
if not jump on, is all that is needed.
Blacks Creek (800-742-1405;
www.blacks-creek.com) Mathews
Endorsed Products make fine exam-
ples. The all-new Mathews 10:16 Z7,
10:15 Reezen or 10:14 Monster Semi-
Rigid Bow Case line includes sporty
Lost Camo side panels with brown
edge accents. The semi-rigid con-
struction with padded foam interior
keeps gear safe and each case
includes an arrow tube pocket to
accommodate the included 12 arrow
tube and two internal organizing
pockets for extra accessories. They
are complete with web carrying han-
dles and full-edge zipper closure.
New Mathews 1:04 and Genesis 1:14
Molded Bow Cases feature molded
foam construction that is super light
weight but durable, including heavy-
duty edge zippers, molded rubber
handles and foam-padded interior.     

Neet Products (660-826-6762;
www.neet.com) serves the tradition-
al community with a pair of light-
weight carrying cases designed to
protect recurve bows from bumps
and knocks. The Take-Down Bow
Case includes 4.5x12x37 inch dimen-
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Metal-reinforced composite frames provide the backbone for Lakewood bow cases. The
compound bow is shown projecting from one of three Bowfile models, which as you can
see can be personalized since the exteriors are foam-padded polyester.

Blacks Creek has been customizing models for Mathews fans in a semi-rigid style. Now the firm has introduced new bow cases brand-
ed by the same manufacturer (right) but built of lightweight molded foam.
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sions designed to accept a broken-
down recurve bow, built around
modified styrene shells and includ-
ing eye-catching Chippewa or
Navajo II tapestry sides and match-
ing, separate zippered accessory
pouch. The interior includes 1 inch
foam padding and anchoring tie-
downs. Edges include full-length
zippers and a top-mounted 1.5 inch
double-snap wrap handle. Two 2
inch arrow blocks hold up to 24
arrows. The Recurve Bow Case
(4.5x10x65 inches) is designed to
accept an unstrung, one-piece

recurve, but is otherwise the same
construction.  

Arrow Tubes & Vaults
Every customer should own a

way to protect their arrows. Stacking
arrows in shop or garage corners
leads to bug-chewed feathers,
crushed or curled fletchings, while
tossing a fist full of hunting arrow in
a hunting truck or suitcase while
traveling to an important hunt is
simply unheard of. An arrow case is a
way to allow field-ready, broadhead-
tipped arrows to be stored safely,

eliminating accidental
cuts or edge dulling.
There are many
options, from budget-
priced tubes to more
advanced aluminum
cases that can protect

arrows even if a packhorse steps on
them.

The simple tube is the perfect
option for stuffing in a soft-case side
pocket or slipping behind the truck
seat. Blacks Creek’s (mentioned
above) Mathews 3:03 Arrow Tube is a
simple but effective answer, clear
plastic with a Lost Camo sleeve,
internal foam wheels holding a
dozen arrows. It includes carrying
strap and pressure-fit end caps.
Easton Technical Products’ (801-
539-1400; www.eastonarchery.com)
Arrow Tote is a clear travel tube with
the unique feature of an adjustable
length from 24 to 40 inches. The top
is threaded and it holds up to two
dozen arrows. It includes a shoulder
strap. Plano (mentioned above) also
offers the Adjustable Arrow Tube,
with foam padding protecting arrow

Neet take-down bow case. Neet Arrow Safe Pac
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ends. The lockable, 4 inch tube
adjusts in 3 inch increments from
about 24.5 to 39 inches. It includes
heavy plastic end caps and carrying
handle. 

Some of my lasting favorites are
MTM Case-Gard’s (800-543-0548;
www.mtmcase-gard.com) molded
Arrow (and Bolt) Cases. The no-non-
sense polypropylene designs are
affordable and highly functional,
traveling with me from Africa to
Alaska for decades, with only one
cracked latch imparted by sitting on
a case in extreme cold weather
(minus 25 during a Nunavut
muskoxen hunt). They’re ideal to slip
into the side pockets of soft cases or
into duffels while traveling. Clear
smoke sides allow seeing contents,
while notched foam padding easily
holds from 12 to 36 arrows, depend-
ing on the model and how tightly
you wish to stack them. They have
been redesigned to include pin-free
mechanical hinges, two snapping
latches and double padlock tabs.
They are offered in Crossbow Bolt
(3x5.9x24 inch), Ultra Compact
Arrow (3x5.9x33 inch) and Compact
Arrow (3x7.5x36.25 inch). The
5.2x10.2x36 inch Arrow Plus Case
includes new smooth, rounded cor-
ners and stronger snapping latches.
It holds up to 36 arrows and features
four roomy accessory compartments
for everything from game calls to
extra broadheads. It also includes a
molded-in handle and built-in
broadhead wrench.

Neet (mentioned above) offers a
similar product, the Arrow Safe Pac
comes in 3x6x33 inch dimensions for
12 arrows or 3x7.5x36.25 inch to hold
24 arrows. It is made from clear
smoke polypropylene and includes

notched, dual foam arrow dividers
and two latches with padlock tabs. A
smaller 22 inch version for crossbow
bolts will soon be available, accord-
ing to Fred Grindley, Neet’s general
manager.  

Plano’s Protector Series Bow-
Max Arrow Case and FL Series Arrow
Case include sturdy molded con-
struction and dual locking latches.
The Box-Max model includes the
PillarLock System reinforcement
found in the company’s bow cases
and holds up to 18 carbon or alu-
minum arrows in Sur-Lok arrow
holders. It includes a comfortable
molded-in handle and 4x10.75x36
inch exterior dimensions. The FL
Series holds up to 36 arrows and
extra accessories plus a built-in
broadhead wrench, recessed handle
and latches and is padlock compati-
ble. This all fits in 3.75x12x36 inch
outer dimensions.                 

Lakewood Products (mentioned
above) Arrow Case, Arrow Pack and
Crossbow Bolt & Accessory Case are
built with the same rugged construc-
tion as their bow cases, keeping
arrows organized and safe from
harm. They have hard sides covered
in tough black or camouflage mater-
ial with zippered lids. The Arrow
Case holds up to 18 arrows and fits in
the arrow compartment of the com-
pany’s best-selling bow cases. It
measures 3.25x3.5x34.25 inches. The
Arrow Pack holds up to 30 arrows
and includes seven front storage
compartments for extra accessories.
Zipper tabs can be locked together
for travel. The foam-backed poly-
ester shells resist moisture and keep
them floating if they fall in water. It
measures 4x10x36.5 inches outside
diameter. The Crossbow Bolt &

Accessory Case holds up to 36 bolts
and includes two foam-lined acces-
sory compartments, two outside
pockets and shoulder strap. 

Finally, Americase’s Arrow Caddy
offers what might be the ultimate in
arrow protection, with Ameri-Lite
aluminum construction, full foam
lining and rubber-strip protective
edges. Dual arrow holders in each lid
half accommodate 24 to 36 arrows
and the case includes locking clasps
and hinged carrying handle. This
protection comes at a price, the
6.5x11.5x37.75 inch case weighing 11
pounds.      

Gear Caddies
Bowhunters are decidedly gad-

get oriented. We have a lot of odds
and ends to keep track of, from
emergency bow
and accessory
parts, to mainte-
nance tools, to
spare broadheads
and blades, to
name just a hand-
ful of gear we need
to keep handy,
even when in the
field. Keeping it all
organized can be a
chore. A well-made
gear box is an obvi-
ous boon, whether
fitted into our bow
cases, shoved
under the seat of a
hunting truck or
left on a garage
workbench. 

MTM’s Crossbow Bolt Case is available in black or clear
smoke styles, just like the company’s longer arrow cases.

The Magnum Broadhead Box from MTM mea-
sures 11.7x5x4 inches.

The Easton Arrow
Tote adjusts in length
from 21 to 40 inches
in length.
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